the many-headed monster 2021 postgraduate and early career takeover: guidelines for submission

- eligibility: anyone who does not have a permanent academic job
- word count: **maximum** of 1000 words
- should be aimed at a non-specialist audience
- should speak to some of the blog's existing themes, broadly defined (e.g. history from below, life in academia, early modern peculiarities; non-early modern welcome)

- title: not too long (easier to share on social media) and with some keywords (that search engines will pick up)
- footnotes: **maximum** of 3; hyperlinks can also be used (you should embed these)
- you may (but don't have to) include a list of up to 5 items of further reading
- images: send us any images you wish to use; it is up to you to secure permissions
- should be proof-read before submission
- submit as a Word document (any images submit as separate items)
- include a one-line author bio (can include profile hyperlink, twitter handle, etc)

- no-frills peer-review/editorial service: if we like it we will post it; if it doesn't meet the above criteria or fit with the blog's general ethos we will send it back with a brief explanation but without detailed revision suggestions. Authors are welcome to revise and resubmit though.

Submit to any or all of:  
[Email addresses provided]